UE Goes to Albany to Fight for Aid to Disabled, Jobless Workers

A U.S. Local 301 committee and McCarthy's one-man "committee," are preparing to come to Albany in the same week.

Some coincidence — and what a contrast it is.

The UE committee headed by Board Member William Stewart was in the capital during the first part of the week to see about getting some action on bills to increase unemployment compensation and improve disability laws.

While UE representatives were meeting with state legislators, the state conference held its 10th annual meeting. The conference had already helped score a noticeable victory in the passage of the Martin-Hill bill increasing compensation for job injuries from $32 to $60 a week and in raising the industrial compensation for severe injuries for women.

Stewart, who is chairman of the U.S. Local 301 legislative committee, has long made his case for state unemployment compensation and disability.
Photos of the GE-McCarthy Hearings

GE Denies McCarthy Tie

GE management has absolutely nothing to do with McCarthy's "invasions" of the "loyalty" of GE workers. Manager Stevens protests in an article spread clear across the top of page 1 of last Fri
day's GE Schoenheit News. It is "absolutely untrue," says Stevens, that GE is attacking the union or doing any "behind-the-scenes directing of the committee's work."

VALENTINE—As hundreds waited in the corridors for the court house doors to open, the tie between McCarthy and GE management found expression in a hastily lettered sign.

JANZEEA—Business Agent Leo Zaneiuzaitis reads into the press a sworn statement by Joan Avenant which shows the self-styled ex-Communist and ex-Communist in a new light. Avenant's statement was subpoenaed by McCarthy but the hearing committee from Wisconsin thought it best to have it typed and shown to him to the stand.

W'house Locals Blast GE Policy

Representatives of 20,000 Westinghouse employees last week blasted GE's new labor policy as "an open attack on the basic Constitutional guar

DECEM.—Mr. Northrup, wife of one of the witnesses, flown with one of her three young children immediately after she had demanded in a weekend town if McCarthy had "any decency." A busboy policeman and a marshal stood by to make sure she does not ask McCarthy any more questions.

INFORMER—Joan Avenant, whose unsworn statement was McCarthy's "smoke ammunition in the Albany hearings" was McCarthy's "smoke ammunition in the Albany hearings," was reported to the FBI in the summer of 1949. He was fired for failing to get the evidence he had on McCarthy, his dead-investigators, and others under the U.S. government. The KGB is five years in the Federal penitentiary. Avenant will serve to anything McCarthy wants him to, or to say anything.

ECONOMY—"I don't know what the economy is," says Mr. Northrup, "but I do know that we are not going to be taken advantage of by the government."}

Innocent 'til Proven Guilty

Church Leaders Score GE-McCarthy Policies

Directors of the Schoenheit County Council of Churches have addressed a letter to the chairman of the National Council of Churches expressing "pro

DEFENDYS—Mr. Northrup, wife of one of the witnesses, flown with one of her three young children immediately after she had demanded in a weekend town if McCarthy had "any decency." A busboy policeman and a marshal stood by to make sure she does not ask McCarthy any more questions.

ECONOMY—"I don't know what the economy is," says Mr. Northrup, "but I do know that we are not going to be taken advantage of by the government."